Does
Fermat's Last Theorem hold for any exponents other than integers greater than two? The theorem says that for integers n > 2, there are no solutions to
among positive integers. On the first day of my senior seminar on "The Big Questions," the class asked me whether it remains true for rational exponents n greater than 2. It turns out (see Proposition 3 below) that it does hold for rational exponents, although there are infinitely many irrational exponents for which it fails, that is, for which (1) has a solution among positive integers. For example, since
by the Intermediate Value Theorem, for some 2 < n < 3,
My students tell me that n ≈ 2.487939173. Of course there are only countably many such exponents, because there are only countably many triples x, y, z of positive integers. On our new departmental blog [6], I asked whether anyone could find an explicit solution to (1) among positive integers for some such n. One of my students, Domenico Aiello, posted infinitely many explicit solutions:
for n = log m/k 2; for example,
for n = log 5/4 2 ≈ 3.106284. Such values of n are dense. He asked for explicit examples with all three integers distinct, a challenge that remains open (for n > 2).
If you allow n ≤ 2, there are solutions for infinitely many rational values of n. For example, Son Ho, a Ph.D. student at the University of Maryland, posted infinitely many explicit solutions to (1) with irrational n ≤ 2 such as
Proof. (2) holds and equation (3) 
Proof. Multiplication by (x yz)
n shows that
and conversely division by (x yz) n shows that
Going back and forth introduces common factors, but if you divide out by common factors you get a one-to-one correspondence between "primitive" solutions (without common factors) and hence between all solutions. Finally Proposition 3 will provide the proof of Fermat (no solutions to (1)) for rational exponents (given Fermat for integer exponents). Andrew Granville (University of Montreal) pointed out to me that it follows from the following lemma, which was proved before Fermat's Last Theorem. [1] , [2] , [7] and references therein.) For positive integers x, y, z, n, the only solutions to x 1/n + y 1/n = z 1/n are the trivial ones x = ca n , y = cb n , z = c (a + b) n , for positive integers a, b, c.
Lemma 1. (See
For example,
Proof [1] . Let α = (x/z) 1/n and β = (y/z) 1/n , so α + β = 1. Since α n is rational, the algebraic number α and all its conjugates have the same magnitude and hence lie on a circle about the origin in the complex plane as in Figure 1 . Since the same is true for β = 1 − α, they also lie on a circle centered at 1. Two such circles can intersect in at most one real number, so α has no conjugates and must be rational. Similarly β is rational.
Since α + β = 1, α and β must have the same denominator, relatively prime numerators a, b, and the denominator must be a + b. Consequently
Since a and b are relatively prime, c must be an integer. For example,
Proof. By Proposition 2, we may assume that n is a positive rational k/m in lowest terms. By Lemma 1, since
for positive integers a, b, c. We may assume that a and b are relatively prime, by absorbing any common factor into c. Consequently c must be a perfect kth power. Indeed, consider a prime p dividing c. It must fail to divide either a or b, say a. Since x k = ca m , the power of p dividing c must be a multiple of k. Therefore c must be a perfect kth power: c = C k .
